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ABSTRACT. A new solution of the Hurwitz problem is given for realizing

branch data by a branched cover of S2 by S2. The solution involves products

of conjugacy classes in a free group.

1. Introduction. A branched cover /: M —► N of (closed) Riemann surfaces

is an open map such that for some finite subset F oí N the restriction map f:M —

f_1(F) —* N — F is a covering map of some degree d > 0, and such that for each

point x G f~1(F) there is a neighborhood U of x in M on which the restricted map

f\U: U —* f(U) is equivalent to the map z —> ze of the complex numbers for some

integer e > 0. The number e is called the ramification number at x and the map /

is said to be branched over y G N if y G F and if the ramification number at some

x G f~x(y) is at least two.

We may associate to the branched cover / : M —* N of degree d a branch datum

D = D(/) = (Ai, A2,... ,Ar), where A¿ = [e¿i,e¿2,.. ■ ,e,nJ is a partition of d.

Here the numbers e¿ are the ramification numbers of the points of the fiber f~i(yfj,

where F = {yi, y2,..., yr} is the set of points of N over which / is branched; thus,

for each i, some etJ > 2. The datum D is unique up to order with these conventions.

We set v(D) = J2i j(eij ~ !)• The classical Riemann-Hurwitz formula [3, 1] states

that

(1.1) x(M) = dX(N)-v(D).

In particular if M and N are both S2, then v(D) = 2d - 2.

The Hurwitz problem asks to what extent condition (1.1) is sufficient for an

abstract branch datum D = (Ai, A2,..., Ar) of partitions A¿ of d > 0 to be equal

to D(/) for some branched cover /: M —► N of degree ci. Hurwitz [3] answered

this problem in general. For N = S2 his answer is as follows. Given an element

a of the symmetric group Sd on d symbols, the orbit structure of a determines a

partition U(a) of d The abstract branch datum D as above is realized by a branch

cover /: M —> S2 (so D = D(/)) iff there are permutations ai,a2,..., ar in S¿ so

that

(1.2) Yl(al)=Al,        l<i<r,

(1.3) atia2---ar = l    in Sd,
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and

(1.4) (ai,a2,..., ar) is a transitive subgroup of Sd-

In addition, if (1.2)-(1.4) hold, then M is S2 iff v(D) = 2d—2, from the Riemann-
Hurwitz formula (1.1). In one sense, then, the Hurwitz problem is solved. Yet there

is sufficient difficulty in actually applying Hurwitz criteria in any situation to ask

whether more structure exists and whether a more tractible solution can be found

using it. For a modern discussion of the Hurwitz problem see [1].

In this article we shall produce a new necessary and sufficient condition that an

abstract branch datum D be realized by a branched cover f:S2—>-S2. The result

is

(1.5) THEOREM. Let D = (Ai,A2,...,Ar) be an abstract branch datum con-

sisting of partitions Ai ofd > 0. Let Ai — [en, e¿2, • • •, e¿nj> 1 < i < r. Let Y be the

group presented by (xi,x2,... ,xr\xix2 ■ ■ ■ xr). Then D = D(/) for some branched

cover f:S2^S2 iff both v(B) = 2d-2 and

(1-6) ienfi(^)r.
i=ij=i

Here (g)T denotes the conjugacy class of the element g G Y and the product in (1.6)

is the product, in the group law ofY, of subsets ofY.

The novelty in (1.6) is the lack of any mention of permutation groups. The

answer is a kind of reciprocity law, for it says that the inverse of one factor x^" on

the right can be expressed as a product of conjugates of the remaining factors.

For example, the datum D = ([3,3,3], [3,3,3], [2,2,2,2,1]) satisfies v(D) =

2d - 2, d = 9. But D is not realizable. For otherwise it would follow from (1.6)

that z G {(xyz,x3,y3,z2))  =  N C F(x,y,z).   If one considers the permutation
def

representation x —* (321), y —► (142), z —> (13)(24) which kills N, one sees that

this is absurd; the nonrealizability of D follows.

Here is a second example of the applicability of Theorem (1.5). Let D =

{[4,4,1], [3,3,3], [2,2,2,2,1]}. Here v(D) = 16 and ci = 9, so v(D) = 2d - 2.
But D is not realizable. For otherwise we would have

1 G (x4) F (x4) r (x) P (y3) r (y3) r (,3) F (z2) r (z2) ' (z2) T (z2) F (zf,

where Y = (x, y, z\xyz). Let N be the normal closure of x4, y3 and z2 in Y. It follows

that x and z~l = xy have conjugate images in (x,y, z\xyz,x4,y3,z2). But this is

absurd as we see by considering the permutation representation x —► (4321), z —*

(14), y = x~1z~1^ (123).

A third example will be given in (2.6), where Theorem (1.5) is used to establish

the realizability of a branch datum.

I would like to thank the referee for his constructive suggestions in matters of

exposition.

2. Constructing branched covers. In this section we assume that D =

(Ai,A2,... ,Ar) is an abstract branch datum of degree ci > 1, so each A% is a
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partition of d. In addition we assume that v(D) = 2d — 2 and that condition (1.6)

is satisfied, so

i=iy=i

with Ai = [e¿i, e,2,..., e¿„J for 1 < i < r, where Y is the group of the presentation

(xi,X2, • • • ,xr\xix2 ■ ■ -xr). Observe that Y is free with free basis {xi,x2,... ,xr_i},

and xT = xr_ixr_2 • • • xi in Y (we are using the same letters x% for the cosets these

elements represent in Y with minimal risk of confusion, and x denotes x_1).

We need to recall the notion of a cancellation diagram introduced in [2]. Let

T = F(xi,x2,...,xr-i) be the free group freely generated by X\,x2,...,xr_i. Let

wi, w2,..., wjv be any family of nontrivial words in the free monoid generated by

Xi and Xi, 1 < i < r. Let Di, D2,..., Dn be a family of N pairwise disjoint closed

discs in S2. Let Y be obtained by removing from S2 the interiors of all the discs

Di, 1 < i < N. Thus F is a compact planar surface with N circle boundary

components. Let Z¿ be the length of the word wt and mark Z¿ vertices on dDi and

label these points in order counterclockwise cyclically by the letters of the word Wi.

The reader who wishes a picture can consult [2, 5.1.1].

(2.1) DEFINITION. A cancellation diagram C for wi,w2,..., wN [2, 5.2, 5.3]

is a family of pairwise disjoint arcs, each properly embedded in Y, so that each

arc begins and ends at vertices of dY labelled by opposite letters xt,x, (so e.g. if

an arc begins at Xj, it must end at Xj). The reader may consult [2, 5.2.1] for an

illustration of a cancellation diagram; a cancellation diagram also appears in (2.6)

below.

(2.2) THEOREM. One has 1 G Yli=i(wi)r iff a cancellation diagram exists for

the family Wi, w2,..., w;y.

See [2, 5.2] for a proof.

We shall now apply this result to the collection F = {xf3, 1 < i < r, 1 < j < nf}.

Here xr = xr_ixr_2 • • • xi, in terms of the free basis x\,x2,...,xr_i for Y. The

hypothesis (1.6) implies there is a cancellation diagram C for the family F. Let Y'

be obtained from Y by cutting Y along the arcs of C.

Label the closed discs in S2 associated with C by Dtj, 1 < i < r, 1 < j < n¿. The

boundary of Dij in Y = S2 — (Ji Dij is subdivided by e¿j vertices for 1 < i < r — 1,

all labelled x¿, whereas Drj has (r — 1) • erj vertices on its boundary, with boundary

label the cyclic word (xr_ixr_2 ■ • • xi)erj.

Let Di,D2,...,Dr be pairwise disjoint closed discs in S2 and let X = S2 —

Uj_i Di- We put one vertex on dDi labeled x¿ for 1 < i < r — 1 and we put r — 1

vertices on dDr labelled in order (counterclockwise) xr_i,xr_2, • • • ,x\. There is

an obvious cancellation diagram for the collection

F' = {x1,X2,...,Xr_i,Xr_1Xr_2,..-,Xi}

obtained by making r — 1 cuts in A; after making these cuts we obtain a disc X'.

We map the boundary of the disc Dij onto that of Di by a covering map of degree

eij which takes vertices to vertices in such a way that a vertex of dDij labeled "a"

is mapped to a vertex labeled "a" of dDi and so that orientations are preserved.
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Call the map just constructed /: dY —> dX; it is unique up to isotopy. We shall

show that / can be extended to a covering map Y —* X of degree ci.

Let A be the graph in S2 obtained as the union of dDij, for all i and j, and

all arcs of the family C. If A is connected, then each component of S2 — A is a

disc, by the Schoenfliess theorem. In particular each component of Y' (the result

of cutting Y along C) is a disc and the vertex labels of one full circuit, in order,

around the boundary of such a disc are

Xr-iXr-iXr-iXr-lXr-2Xr-2Xr-2Xr-2, • • • , Xi XiXiXi

(a cyclic word). Since this matches the corresponding cyclic word for X' (the

result of cutting A) we can map each disc component of Y' homeomorphically onto

X', extending / along portions of the boundary of Y and X, preserving labels of

vertices, and such that these maps agree on portions of the boundary which are

arcs of C. That is, /: dY —♦ dX extends to a map f:Y—>X, which is readily

seen to be a covering map from the requirements of the preceding sentence. Then

we can extend / over D^ to a branched cover Dij —» £), which is equivalent to

the mapping z —» ze'>. In this way / extends to a branched cover /: S2 -» S2

whose branch datum is precisely the given datum D. This completes the proof of

the sufficiency in Theorem (1.5), provided we assume the graph A is connected.

Observe that we have not yet used the hypothesis that v(D) = 2ci — 2.

(2.3)  LEMMA.   Ifv(D) = 2d — 2, then the graph A is connected.

PROOF. Let the connected components of A be the Ai, A2,..., As. Each graph

A corresponds to an abstract branch datum D, of degree di where J2i=i di = d.

To see this observe that as many positive labels occur on vertices of A¿ as negative

labels. But the number d¿ of occurrences of Xj is the same as that of Xk for any j

and k, 1 < j,k < r — 1. It follows that A¿ does indeed arise from a branch datum

Di.
By the argument preceding the lemma, since A¿ is connected, D, is realized

by a branched cover S2 —► S2. Hence the Riemann-Hurwitz formula applies and

v(Di) = 2di - 2. Thus £?=1 d% = d and E*=i(2^ - 2) = 2d - 2. These two
equations imply that s = 1 and hence A is connected, as claimed.

This completes the proof of sufficiency in Theorem (1.5).

We proceed now to establish the necessity of the conditions in Theorem (1.5).

Let /: S2 —* S2 be a branched cover. An Euler characteristic argument establishes

(1.1), so we must only establish (1.6). Let {Pi,P2,■■ ■, Pr} be the image of the set

of branch points of /. Excise the interiors of pairwise disjoint discs Di centered at

Pi to obtain

x = s2-\Jbl.
i=\

Let Y = /_1(A), so F/Y: Y —+ A is an unbranched covering. Mark one point

Xi on dD% for 1 < i < r — 1 and mark points xr_i, xr_2,... ,Xi in order on dDr.

Let C be a cancellation diagram for xi,x2,... ,xT-i,xT-ixr-2 ■ ■ -xi on A. Then

/_1(C) is a cancellation diagram for the appropriate collection of words on Y. The

result (1.6) follows from Theorem 5.2 of [2]. This completes the proof of Theorem

(1.5).
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(2.4) REMARK. It can be shown that if /: M —* S2 is a branched covering of

degree ci where M is a surface of genus g and if the branch datum associated with /

is D = (Ai, A2,...,Ar) with Ai = {e%i,el2,... ,eir<} then the subset Y\ij(xei',)r of

T contains a product of g commutators in Y. Here Y = {xi,x2,... ,xr\xix2 ■ ■ -xr). I

do not know whether this condition, together with the Euler characteristic condition

(1.1), is sufficient for realizability.

(2.5) REMARK. It is a standard result of complex variables that if an abstract

branch datum D is realized by a branched cover / : S2 —► S2 then there is a rational

function on CP1 realizing D. Here is a proof of this fact. Pull back the complex

structure on S2 by the branched cover / to a complex structure on S2. Since the

complex structure on S2 is unique, it follows that, with these structures, / is a

rational function on CP1.

(2.6) EXAMPLE. Let D = {[5], [2,2,1], [2,2,1]}. Here d = 5 and v(D) = 8 =

2d - 2. Then D is realizable if

i g ((xy)5)F(xY(xY(x)F(y2)F(y2)F(y)F,

where F = F(x,y) is freely generated by x and y, by Theorem (1.5). The diagram

below is a cancellation diagram for the words (xy)5,x2,x2,x,y2,y2,y in F. It

follows that D is realizable.

(2.7) REMARK. Let us briefly indicate the connection between Hurwitz' criterion

(1.2)-(1.4) and our (1.5) for representability of a branch datum

D = (A!,A2,...,AA

by a branched cover /: S2 —► S2, i.e. D = D(/). Without loss of generality assume

that the image F — {Pi,P2,... ,Pr} of the branch locus of / is the set of rth roots

of unity in C, so Pj = e27r^~^^r, 1 < j < r. Take P0 to be the origin and let Çj

be a simple closed curve based at Pq and winding around Pj once in the positive

direction, 1 < j < r, and such that

(2.7.1) £j is very close to the ray from P0 to Pj,

and

(2.7.2) £j and £k only meet at Pq for j ^ k.
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As the model for S2 take C U {00}. Let Xj = [£,] in iti(S2 - F,Po), so

XiX2--xr = 1. We let aj be the monodromy of the circuit £j at the generic

fiber /_1(Po) of the covering

f\:S2 -f-1(F)^S2-F.

Then one checks that H(ctj) = Aj and that conditions (1.2)—(1.4) are satisfied with

d = rf(f~1(Po))-
(2.8) REMARK. Hurwitz' solution to the realizability problem (1.2)-(1.4) is

effective. The referee inquired whether our condition (1.6) is effective. In fact this

is the case, as follows from methods developed in R. Z. Goldstein and E. C. Turner

(Math Z. 165 (1979), 1-10), applied to a finite collection of words in a free group.
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